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Shenzhen Company Profiles
1) Shenzhen Industrial Design Profession Association (SIDA)

Shenzhen Industrial Design Profession Association (SIDA) is a non- profit organization founded in
2008, primarily supported by Shenzhen municipal government as a first-class industry association.
Our members include institutions that provide services for industrial design chains and the relevant
organizations such as design firms, manufacturers, handicrafts and material suppliers, brand planning
and marketing institutions, design schools, research institutions and so on. SIDA has become the
largest professional design organization in China and the first industry organization to join in the
International Council of Societies of Industrial Design (ICSID).
2）Shenzhen Open Innovation Lab
Shenzhen Open Innovation Lab established by Maker Collider and SIDA, is a space and a platform
for worldwide makers to communicate and cooperate. Shenzhen Open Innovation Lab is also the first
Fablab authorized by MIT in Shenzhen as a research and development partner of Fablab 2.0.
Shenzhen Open Innovation Lab embodies four functions including Fablab promotion and Fablab 2.0
research and develop, innovation and entrepreneur education courses, global maker service platform,
and supply chain collaboration service. The lab dedicates in exploring the issues and developing
solutions to connect the massive production ecosystem to small hardware startups so as to promote
the international standing of Shenzhen in the development of digital intelligent hardware and
manufacturing and build a future intelligent hardware Silicon Valley by combining new open source
method and current manufacturing system in Shenzhen.
3）Skyworth
Skyworth was established in 1988, with the head office located within Shenzhen High Tech Industrial
Park which is honored as "China’s silicon valley", and has more than 40,000 employees. Skyworth is
a large-scale high-tech corporation mainly engaged in the development and manufacturing of
consumer electronics, display devices, digital set top boxes, security monitors, network
communication, semi-conductors, refrigerators, washing machines, cell phones and LED lighting etc.
In 2000 Skyworth was listed on the main board of HK Stock Exchange (HK0751). After a development
of more than 28 years, Skyworth has grown to be one of the Top Five Color TV brands in the world
and a top brand in Chinese displays industry market.
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